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MS 243

 A1068  Papers of Right Revd George Appleton

1/1 Blue loose leaf binder containing prayers from various cultures
(probably for use in Oxford Book of Prayer)

1/2 Red loose leaf binder containing prayers from various cultures

1/3 Black loose leaf binder containing prayers including Muslim
prayers and a Jewish prayer book for children

1/4 Green loose leaf binder containing prayers

1/5 Oxford Book of Prayer: papers including galley proofs,
typescript pages (some annotated), manuscript notes, meeting
minutes

1979-c.1984

1/6 Oxford Book of Prayer: correspondence 1978-84

2/1 Printed books and pamphlets on mainly religious subjects, also
Israel and Palestinians, Jerusalem Christian attitudes on Jews
and Judaism (periodical), offprints from The Muslim world,
Ends and Odds (newsletter), Christian News from Israel, 1972
(periodical)

1945-76

2/2 Typescript of Islam of the arts: a Christian salutation by
Kenneth Cragg; typescript of The poets also have said (Iranian
author not named) with covering letter from “Kenneth”; paper
Dialogue with Jews by Coos Schoneveld; booklet Jewry and
Jesus of Nazareth by Eisendrath and Parkes, cover annotated by
Appleton

1964, 1975-76

2/3 Printed material including Bible Lands quarterly, articles on
Israel, Middle East conflict, relations between Christians and
Jews, profile of Archbishop Appleton, Requiem for the living by
Cecil Day-Lewis, articles by Appleton, booklet by Lord  Eccles
with Manuscript letter from author, score of Jesus Christ
Superstar with critical pamphlet on it and Jewish-Christian
relations, World Council of Churches leaflets, memoranda etc
including Christian-Muslim dialogue

1969-74

3/1 Journey for a soul by Appleton: typescript of

3/2 Journey for a soul: manuscript notes for

4 Judaism: file containing newspaper cuttings, pamphlets, journal
articles, material from British National Party/National Socialist
Movement with antisemitic cartoon and Manuscript notes by
Appleton on NSM; typescripts by James Parkes, Appleton, P.
Lapide and E.Every including sermons and lectures; booklets on
Israel, Samaritans and antisemitism

1911-74

5 Chinese religions: articles on Christian church in China,
Confucianism and Buddhism; book of Chinese Christian hymns;
Quarterly notes on Christianity and Chinese Religion

1956-63

6/1 Buddhism: booklets, articles and newspaper cuttings; typescripts
and manuscript notes by Appleton and others; letters to
Appleton from Edgar W. Thompson (with manuscript article),

1945-75
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“Ronald” and “Y”; notes on Judson (missionary in Burma);
booklet on reincarnation

6/2 Buddhism: booklets, articles, typescript of schools broadcast,
and typescript and Manuscript notes and articles by Appleton 

c.1902-62

7 Hinduism: booklets and articles; typescript articles, some
annotated by Appleton; Sardar Panikkar and Christian missions
(19 page typescript by Percival Spear)

1956-75

8/1 “Other faiths”: includes booklets on Quakers, episcopal church,
Judaism, Baha’i faith, general religion, race relations; orders of
services including Appleton’s enthronement at Jerusalem;
printed prayers and hymn; draft article Support systems by
Gerald Caplan, psychiatrist (importance of family, organisations,
religion etc); typescript eulogy on Harold Holt, Australian PM;
typescript account of Asian visit; Manuscript article or sermon
and prayers; The divine strategy by George Appleton (printed);
Grass Curtain (Sudanese journal): Clergy Fellowship of
Contemplative Prayer with list of members

1950-73

8/2 Manuscript notes and typescript including on prayer and unity
for Lift up your hearts (BBC talks) and BBC TV The Epilogue
[from envelope labelled “God”]

1961-63

9/1 Miscellaneous: mainly Christian articles, newsletters and
booklets including 54pp typescript Jesus in conflict: a Jewish-
Christian dialogue by Kung and Lapide

1973-79

9/2 Booklets on Judaism, Jerusalem; Petahim (journal of Jewish
thought); Ends and odds (newsletter of church in Middle East)

1969-74

9/3 Lectures, statements, articles on church in Middle East and other
religious subjects by Appleton, James Parkes (9 articles) and
others (includes autobiographical talk by Appleton)

1969-74

9/4 Mainly Inter-faith relations: Correspondence, article on
Christian-Muslim relations and other articles, Appleton’s
Manuscript articles/notes, CMS newsletters, summary of
Aylesford conference, 1972 (36pp)

1957-76


